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Carbon is the fourth most prevalent element in the universe and essential for all known life. In the
elemental form it is found in multiple allotropes including graphite, diamond, and fullerenes, and it
has long been predicted that even more structures can exist at greater than Earth-core pressures.1–3.
Several new phases have been predicted in the multi-terapascal (TPa) regime, important for accu-
rately modeling interiors of carbon-rich exoplanets4,5. By compressing solid carbon to 2 TPa (20
million atmospheres; over 5 times the pressure at the Earth’s core) using ramp-shaped laser pulses,
and simultaneously measuring nanosecond-duration time resolved x-ray diffraction, we found that
solid carbon retains the diamond structure far beyond its regime of predicted stability. The results
confirm predictions that the strength of the tetrahedral molecular orbital bonds in diamond per-
sists under enormous pressure, resulting in large energy barriers that hinder conversion to the more
stable high-pressure allotropes1,2, just as graphite formation from metastable diamond is kinetically
hindered at atmospheric pressure. This work nearly doubles the record high pressure at which x-ray
diffraction has been recorded on any material.

On Earth, carbon can exist in a number of different al-11

lotropes, with graphite and diamond being the most well-12

known, although several others exist6–8, or have been13

predicted to be stable9–11. Diamond, the face-centered-14

cubic form of carbon (F43m, here called FC8) has many15

technologically important properties owing to its com-16

pressive strength and high thermal conductivity. The17

phase diagram of carbon at pressures in the TPa regime18

is directly relevant to the structure of planets within our19

own solar system and beyond4,5. Theoretical calcula-20

tions based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) of the21

crystalline phases of carbon at TPa-scale pressures have22

a long history1–3,12–14, with general agreement emerging23

that body-centered-cubic (Ia-3, called BC8) and simple-24

cubic (Pm-3m called SC1, and P4332, called SC4) phases25

are lower in enthalpy than FC8 above ∼1 TPa, with BC826

being the first to satisfy this condition around 1 TPa27

(Figure 1).28

Multi-TPa pressures far exceed those that can be29

achieved under static conditions in the laboratory us-30

ing anvils20,21. While such high pressures can be ob-31

tained with shock compression, this highly entropic pro-32

cess starts melting diamond above 0.6 TPa, according33

to a study of changes in entropy manifested in decay-34

ing shock waves18 (Figure 1). Recently, however, a35

new dynamic technique known as ramp compression has36

been developed, in which a sample is compressed on a37

timescale that is long compared to the sound wave transit38

time though the sample, thus reducing dissipative pro-39

cesses and keeping the sample cooler than it would be40

in the shocked state22. By use of such a technique di-41

amond has previously been ramp-compressed to record-42

high pressures (more accurately longitudinal stresses, be-43

cause of the uniaxial loading) of 5 TPa at the National44

Ignition Facility (NIF)23. This ramp data gave no in-45

FIG. 1. Carbon phase diagram summarizing DFT-
predicted phase boundaries15–17, Hugoniot data18,
and predicted thermodynamic paths17,19 | The broad
arrows represent the predicted structural evolution if kinetic
effects are taken into account2. The two proposed ramp paths
show the effect of different fractions of plastic work appear-
ing as heat, described by the Taylor-Quinney factor (fTQ)19.
The observation in this study of solid FC8 carbon at 2 TPa
suggests that strength may be lower than predicted or that
plastic work is contributing largely to microstructural changes
rather than heating.
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dicators of a phase transformation, such as plateaus in46

the velocity ramp due to changes in sound speed. A sec-47

ond experimental study has interpreted subtle trends in48

shock Hugoniot data near the melting point as evidence49

for the FC8-BC8-liquid triple point near 1 TPa24. How-50

ever, neither of these studies included a measurement of51

structure.52

In fact, whether and how diamond might actually53

transform to one of the predicted phases in a laboratory54

compression experiment are far from trivial questions to55

answer, owing to the large enthalpy barriers predicted56

between the phases (a phenomenon that explains the57

very existence of ambient-pressure diamond itself, given58

its metastability compared with graphite). Simulations59

at zero Kelvin report that the predicted BC8 phase will60

never form under rapid compression, and the FC8 phase61

will persist until it becomes mechanically unstable near62

3 TPa1. At high temperature however the atoms are63

freed to follow alternative transformation pathways and64

the enthalpy of formation is lower for some phases. At65

2 TPa and 4000 K FC8 is predicted to transform to the66

lower energy (but still metastable) SC1 phase, and at 30067

K and 2.5 TPa to another metastable SC4 structure2. It68

is also predicted that BC8 will form at ∼1 TPa, but only69

under release from the SC1 phase. To explore this rich70

and complex landscape, it is necessary to couple the most71

powerful pressure drivers with in-situ probes of structure.72

In conjunction with dynamic ramp compression us-73

ing laser ablation, quasi-monochromatic x-ray emission74

can be produced by irradiating separate targets at high75

laser intensities25,26, and these x-rays used for x-ray76

diffraction27 and structural determination28 during the77

nanosecond compression. We have now implemented78

this technique at the NIF29, making it possible for the79

first time to tackle multi-TPa measurements of structure.80

Here we report the results of diamond ramp-compression81

experiments to 2 TPa with simultaneous x-ray diffrac-82

tion measurements of structure. This stress state is the83

highest at which x-ray diffraction information has ever84

been obtained, and we find that diamond remains solid85

and retains the FC8 phase.86

As described in the methods section, we used laser87

ablation to ramp compress samples of pure polycrys-88

talline diamond or diamond-epoxy aggregates (for shots89

N150217 and N150927), to stress states between 0.8 and90

2 TPa for a duration of several nanoseconds. During91

the time of peak compression, separate laser beams were92

focused onto either Ge or Zr foils offset from the di-93

amond target, to create a bright quasi-monochromatic94

x-ray source with energies of 10.25 keV (Ge) or 16.2595

keV(Zr). The x rays scattered from the compressed di-96

amond were collimated by a pinhole placed just behind97

the sample itself. The sample sat on the surface of a98

hollow container lined with image plates, such that the99

diffracted signal in transmission was recorded over almost100

a full 2π steradians, providing Debye-Scherrer diffrac-101

tion patterns (Extended Data Figure 1). On each shot102

the velocity history of the rear surface of the target is103

FIG. 2. Summary of experimental data | a, X-ray diffrac-
tion lineouts (black) and ideal FC8 diffraction patterns (blue,
described in the Extended Data Figure 2). The data pro-
cessing in the presence of high noise at the highest pressures
is illustrated in Extended Data Figures 6 and 7. Asterisks
mark the position of B2 MgO diffraction peaks. Stereographic
projections of the background-subtracted image plates for
shots N170305 (10.25 keV x-rays) and N180214 (16.25 keV
x-rays) are shown in b, with carbon peaks marked with white
arc segments. The velocity history and inferred pressure
for shot N180214 c (solid lines) agree well with radiation-
hydrodynamic predictions (dashed)32. The compression wave
is a smooth ramp within the sample and steepens to a shock
by the time it reaches the measured surface. The blue band
illustrates the timing of the x-ray source.

recorded via VISAR (Velocity Interferometer System for104

Any Reflector)30. A characteristics analysis is used to105

translate these velocity data into a stress-density history106

within the target31. The Debye-Scherrer pattern at 1.74107

and 2 TPa is shown in Figure 2 (and the rest summa-108

rized in the Extended Data Figures 2 and 3) along with109

azimuthally-averaged lineouts for all reported shots. The110

background subtraction algorithms and means of accu-111

rately determining the scattering angle are described in112

detail elsewhere29 and illustrated in Extended Data Fig-113

ure 6. The diffraction peaks in the lineouts are fit with114

a gaussian function and the best-fit peak centroids used115

in a least-squares fitting to determine the density.116

At 0.8 TPa the (111), (200) and (311) diffraction peaks117

from the FC8 structure are identifiable. As the stress in-118

creases the scattering angle for the (311) peak approaches119

the edge of the image plate, and between 1-2 TPa, only120

the (111) and (220) peaks are reliably seen. Peak posi-121

tions and deduced densities shown in Figure 3, (summa-122

rized in Extended Data Table 1) are in good agreement123

with previous measurements23,33. In Figure 3 we also124

show the angular positions at which we would expect125

diffraction from the BC8, SC1 and SC4 structures. None126

of the data shows evidence of these new phases. Some127

additional peaks (marked with asterisks) are identified128
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FIG. 3. Data compared to theoretical predictions |
a, Position of carbon diffraction peaks (black circles, error
bars defined in the Methods section) compared with pre-
dictions for candidate phases (solid curves with widths pro-
portional to ideal intensities normalized to the most intense
peak). Diffraction from the B2 phase of MgO (yellow trian-
gles) was observed in the two experiments. Reported stress
was deduced from VISAR measurements (solid markers), or
radiation-hydrodynamic simulations (open markers)32. The
compressibility of the predicted carbon phases is taken from
the NIF experimental results23 and the associated uncertainty
shown as error bars on the predicted FC8 lines. b Inferred
density from best fit FC8 structure, compared with the pub-
lished ramp equations of state23,33 and a DFT-based model17.

with MgO34 in a subset of the shots where single-crystal129

MgO was used as a window material (more information130

in the Supplemental Materials).131

The most likely reason we did not observe the BC8132

phase is the high enthalpy barrier caused by the large133

number of strong sp3 bonds that must be broken to134

change the structure. The FC8 and BC8 phases are135

shown in Figure 4 and, while both can be viewed as136

layers of sp3-bonded carbon in 6-member rings, there137

is no simple shift that will transform one to another.138

The FC8 layers are bound by zigzag interlayer bonds,139

which give the structure its distinctive open channels.140

The BC8 interlayer bonds form helical chains and adja-141

cent layers are consequently shifted, eliminating the open142

channels. Mechanisms for the transformation have been143

suggested which require a minimum of 1.5 bonds/atom144

FIG. 4. FC8 and BC8 crystal structures | Both are rep-
resented in the rhombohedral space group R̄3 (C3

2 , no. 148)
with occupied 2c and 6f Wykoff sites, which was identified as
the correspondence requiring the minimum number of broken
sp3 bonds (1.5 per atom)9. Highlighted in red are sp3 bonds
that connect the layers. a The FC8 structure with simple
zig-zag interlayer bonding (red) defining the 110 channels. b
The BC8 structure with significantly more complex helical
interlayer bonding (red) and lack of distinct channels.

to be broken9; a considerable energy cost due to the sta-145

bility of the sp3 bond. This observation is analogous to146

the case of carbon’s sp3-bonded group-14 neighbors Si147

and Ge which, absent a chemical reaction or application148

of significant heat, only transform to the BC8 structure149

upon release from a higher pressure phase35,36. Carbon’s150

sp3 bonds are even stronger however, due to the lack of151

p electrons in the atomic core12. The predicted enthalpy152

barrier of ∼2.5 eV/atom between FC8 and BC82,9 is ap-153

proaching the barrier between metastable FC8 and stable154

graphite phases at ambient conditions, and that trans-155

formation, while spontaneous, takes geologic timescales.156

Consequently, it may not be surprising that we do not157

observe the FC8-BC8 transition in our ∼10-ns ramp-158

compression experiments. The predicted enthalpy bar-159

rier between hexagonal diamond (observed to form from160

shocked graphite37) and BC8 is lower at ∼1 eV9, sug-161

gesting another route to explore for formation of BC8.162

Not yet considered in this discussion is the role of tem-163

perature, which can open up new transformation path-164

ways and overcome kinetic barriers. The prediction that165

the kinetic barrier between FC8 and metastable SC1166

could be surmounted at 2TPa and 4000 K2 was poten-167

tially within our reach to test, depending on the tem-168

perature in the experiment. A lower bound on the tem-169

perature can be estimated from the heating associated170

with a shock to ∼1 Mbar (the elastic limit of diamond38)171

which was observed on all shots, followed by an isen-172

trope, as illustrated in Figure 1. In the dynamic tech-173

nique, however, hydrostatic conditions are approached174

within the sample as the shear stress is relieved by plas-175

tic flow, with an associated conversion of the plastic work176

to heat22,33. The strength of the material, which deter-177

mines residual shear stress, thus plays a key role in the178

final temperature. Strength models for diamond based179

on DFT calculations of the elastic moduli as a function180

of compression19,39 indicate that a ramp-compressed di-181

amond sample will be well above the predicted melting182

temperature by 2 TPa, if we assume that most of the183
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plastic work is converted to heat. The fact that solid x-184

ray diffraction is observed in this experiment at 2 TPa185

suggests that either the strength is lower than expected186

(some experimental evidence has already been put for-187

ward which indicates that diamond has a maximum re-188

solved shear stress which is much lower than theoreti-189

cal predictions38,40), or that a large percentage of plastic190

work must be accounted for some other way. This frac-191

tion of plastic work which shows up as heat, tradition-192

ally represented by the Taylor-Quinney factor (fTQ)41,193

is usually assumed to be near 0.9 for metals, and the194

remainder goes toward microstructural changes like cre-195

ating defects, which can be very numerous at high strain196

rates42. Within this simplified model, fTQ should be197

nearer to 0.5 for carbon to remain solid at 2 TPa (Figure198

1)19, if the predicted melting curve is accurate at these199

conditions. In reality, the evolution of lattice defects and200

strength in carbon along a ramp-compression pathway is201

likely to be complex and certain to be time-varying, and202

a detailed energy-budget analysis, as has been done for203

the case of Ta43, would be fruitful.204

A reliable temperature determination, which is cur-205

rently lacking, would allow this data to be used directly to206

benchmark improved models for diamond strength, phase207

diagram and phase transformation kinetics under ramp208

conditions. These results highlight the crucial impor-209

tance of developing techniques compatible with dynamic210

experiments for measuring temperature. While some211

progress has been made by employing the Debye-Waller212

effect in EXAFS44 and diffraction measurements45, high-213

quality, untextured diffraction data is required, and the214

uncertainties in the derived values are extremely high.215

With the advent of high-power, high-rep-rate lasers46216

coupled to ultra-high brightness free-electron-laser x-ray217

sources47,48, it may become possible to drive diamond to218

the TPa pressure range and probe structure as well as219

temperature, using alternative techniques such as inelas-220

tic x-ray scattering49.221

Using x-ray diffraction we have for the first time di-222

rectly probed the crystal structure of diamond in the223

pressure regime where several phases are predicted to224

be more stable than the well-known FC8 structure. Our225

data show no evidence for a phase transformation be-226

tween 0.8 and 2 TPa, the highest-pressure diffraction227

measurement ever reported. The persistence of the228

metastable FC8 phase up to 1 TPa beyond its predicted229

phase boundary gives further evidence for the extraordi-230

nary strength and stability of the carbon sp3 bond. The231

observation of solid ramp-compressed diamond at 2 TPa232

also sets a bound for models of the melt curve, strength233

and degree of plastic work converted to heat.234
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METHODS472

Target Details: Materials, part thicknesses and assem-473

bly are shown in Extended Data Table 1 and Figure 1.474

We used two types of diamond samples for this study:475

∼50µm-thick layers of monocrystalline diamond powder476

embedded in epoxy, and 30-100 µm-thick plates of micro-477

crystalline diamond. The diamond-epoxy composite tar-478

gets had a packing fraction of 0.53 diamond, approaching479

the maximally random jammed packing fraction of 0.64.480

The diamond was a monocrystalline powder with grain481

size between 50-100 nm, and the epoxy was Stycast 1266,482

vacuum-outgassed prior to mixing.483

There is a significant impedance-mismatch between di-484

amond and epoxy, meaning the compression wave will485

drop to a much lower pressure when it passes from di-486

amond to epoxy, sending a release wave back into the487

diamond. However, with grain-sizes of 50-100 nm and488

sound speeds of at least 3 km/s, the pressure in a grain489

will equilibrate with the neighboring diamond grains in490

about 30 ps or faster; much faster than the duration of491

the 25 ns ramp pulse, and the sample pressure and den-492

sity will evolve along very close to the same path as the493

full-density diamond. The motivation for using a slurry494

rather than full-density diamond sample was based on495

the expectation, from available strength models and from496

some experimental efforts on the Omega laser facility,497

that plastic work heating would cause the diamond ramp498

to cross the melting line by 8-12 Mbar. The epoxy was499

intended to reduce the deviatoric stress imposed on the500

diamond, and also to allow heat to rapidly conduct away501

from the diamond. The actual effect of the presence of502

epoxy on the sample temperature depends on the ther-503

mal conductivity, which is not well known under these504

conditions. In the limit of zero conductivity, the dia-505

mond temperature will be at most that of full-density506

diamond. In the limit of infinite conductivity, the tem-507

perature rise may follow a path similar to an isentrope508

in the epoxy, which can be estimated using an equation509

of state model. The SESAME 7603 model equation of510

state50 suggest that temperature may reach 2500 K by511

1.2 TPa, lower than the predicted temperature of the512

full-density diamond (Figure 1). As it became necessary513

to maximize the diamond volume in order to increase the514

diffraction signal above the increasing drive background515

at the highest stresses, we experimented with full-density516

microcrystalline diamond samples. We found that the517

samples did not in fact melt as expected, and the slurry518

target style was subsequently abandoned.519

The microcrystalline diamond samples were prepared520

by Diamond Materials GmbH using chemical vapor de-521

position (CVD). The ambient material has large (>1 um)522

grain sizes and a 110 fiber texture51.523

The sample was sandwiched between an ablator pack-524

age towards the laser drive and a tamper towards the525

diagnostic. The ablator is composed of a beryllium526

plate which the lasers irradiate to generate the pres-527

sure drive. The laser ablation also generates a broad528

spectrum of low-energy x-rays peaked around 2 keV. Un-529

shielded, these x-rays heat the diamond sample prior to530

compression, and also contribute to a high image plate531

background. A layer of absorbing material (Au or Zr)532

is therefore sandwiched between the ablator and the di-533

amond sample to absorb these x-rays. A single-crystal534

diamond or MgO plate positioned on the other side of535
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the sample functions to delay the arrival of waves that536

originate at the vacuum interface and drop the pressure537

to zero.538

Laser Configuration The experiments were performed539

at the National Ignition Facility. Samples were com-540

pressed up to 2 TPa using 16 laser beams with their541

pulses shaped to ramp the total laser intensity from 0542

to as high as 500 TW cm−2 over 25-30 ns (Extended543

Data Figure 4). The beam profiles were smoothed using544

continuous phase plates with sim1 mm circular profiles,545

which were further smoothed using spectral dispersion546

and orthogonal polarization. The peak laser intensity547

was maintained for about 5 ns, while a 2-ns-long burst of548

quasi-monochromatic x-rays illuminated the compressed549

sample and was diffracted onto image plates. The x-rays550

were generated by irradiating a foil of Ge or Zr, placed551

∼32 mm from the sample, with up to 24 laser beams at an552

intensity of ∼ 7.5 x 1015 W cm−2. The lasers ionize the553

metal and helium-like emission lines are generated into554

4π from the plasma, with energies of 10.25 keV (Ge) or555

16.19 keV (Zr), with 1% bandwidth owing to two main556

transitions being present (1s2p 1P - 1s2 1S, and 1s2p 3P557

- 1s2 1S )25. The x-ray fluence at the sample is ∼30 x558

1018 photons/m2. X-rays that scatter off the sample are559

collimated by a 400 µm pinhole made of uranium-6wt%560

niobium alloy placed behind the sample.561

Stress state determination The stress state reached562

in the samples is determined by measuring the veloc-563

ity of the free surface of the diamond tamper using a564

velocimetry diagnostic VISAR (Velocity Interferometer565

System for Any Reflector)30. For shots below 1.5 TPa,566

etalons with sensitivity of 3.1251 km/s/fringe and 5.4603567

km/s/fringe were used and at higher pressure a combina-568

tion of 13.64 km/s/fringe and 5.4603 km/s/fringe. Free-569

surface velocities for the shots reported here which used570

a diamond tamper are shown in Extended Data Figure 5.571

In all shots the sample is initially shocked to 0.1 TPa,572

which is the elastic limit of diamond, and then ramp573

compressed. By the time the compression wave reaches574

the free surface, the ramp has partially steepened into a575

shock, as predicted by the radiation-hydrodynamic sim-576

ulations (Extended Data Figure 5c).577

The diamond equation of state along a ramp-578

compression pathway is well-known from previous579

experiments23,33, so the stress history across the bulk of580

the sample can be inferred from this velocity using the581

method of characteristics31.582

Stress Uncertainty: Uncertainty in the stress state of583

the sample at the time of the experiment comes from584

several sources: (1) Uncertainty in the diamond free sur-585

face velocity measurement coming from spatial variation586

across the sample and a velocity resolution of 3% of the587

velocity/fringe. These combined sources contributed be-588

tween 0.015-0.040 TPa to the uncertainty from shot to589

shot. (2) Uncertainty in the diamond equation of state590

used to perform the characteristics analysis. The data591

shown in this report was analyzed using the ramp equa-592

tion of state measured for full-density diamond up to593

0.8 TPa33, extrapolated to the 2 TPa range by assum-594

ing a linear relationship between the longitudinal sound595

speed and particle velocity. The error in the diamond596

ramp EOS was also extrapolated to 20 Mbar and prop-597

agated, contributing 3.5% to the stress uncertainty re-598

ported here. The choice of ramp equation of state is a599

systematic uncertainty which is not explicitly included in600

the error bar. If the 5 TPa ramp equation of state mea-601

sured for nanocrystalline diamond23 is used, the result-602

ing stresses are systematically lower (by up to 0.04 TPa)603

near 1 TPa, and within 0.005-0.01 TPa near 2 TPa, be-604

cause of the similarity in sound speed at those conditions.605

(3) Uncertainty in the strength of diamond, which intro-606

duces a systematic error in the characteristics analysis.607

The analysis method assumes that the pressure releases608

along the same pathway as the compression, ignoring any609

change in strength. A test with radiation hydrodynamic610

simulations suggests that this assumption could result in611

an underestimate of the stress on the order of 0.05 TPa612

(Extended Date Figure 5b). We have consequently added613

a 0.05 TPa contribution to higher-stress error bar. (4)614

Uncertainty in the timing of the x-ray source due to the615

timing accuracy of the streak camera diagnostic which616

registered it, and to the finite rise and decay times of the617

x-ray emission, which contributed between 0.002 and 0.01618

TPa to the total uncertainty. There is also a contribu-619

tion from the uncertainty in the target layer thicknesses620

due to accuracy of the metrology and to the variation in621

thickness across the part. This turned out to be negli-622

gible, since the metrology accuracy is <0.5 µm, and the623

diamond parts are parts are very flat (<0.5 µm-variation624

across the region probed in the experiment).625

There is a spread of stress states in the sample over626

the duration of the x-ray pulse which varies from shot627

to shot, depending on how accurately the x-ray source628

was timed. Stresses reported here are the mean of a his-629

togram of those stress states. Normally we consider that630

the width of this histogram is correlated with the (sym-631

metric) width of the x-ray diffraction peaks and does not632

contribute to the stress uncertainty. In this case however,633

because there is some uncertainty in which region of the634

thick sample is contributing to the diffraction pattern,635

the histogram width may actually be correlated with an636

additional source of uncertainty. It is unclear how to637

accurately include this contribution in our error bar, so638

we summarize the full-width-half-maximum of the his-639

togram of stress states across the sample, over the dura-640

tion of the XRS pulse, in Extended Data Table 1.641

X-ray Diffraction Measurement The TARDIS642

(TARget Diffraction In-Situ) x-ray diffraction643

diagnostic29 is a half-cylinder-shaped chamber made of644

thick tantalum-tungsten alloy, lined with 3 image plates.645

The metal foil used for the x-ray source is mounted to646

an arm attached to the front of the diagnostic. The647

sample and collimating pinhole are mounted on the648

front of the chamber and an aperture to allow entrance649

of the VISAR laser used for the velocity measurement650

is positioned on the opposite wall (Extended Data651
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Figure 1). Filter materials are layered on the image652

plates inside the chamber, to absorb unwanted low- and653

high-energy x-rays. 5-15 µm-thick layers of Ge or Zr654

(material chosen to match the x-ray source, since their655

He- α energies fall below their absorption edges) are656

the primary filters, and in several shots an additional657

75-150 µm Al is added, to further block the low-energy658

ablation plasma x-rays. 10- and 15-µm-thick Ge filters659

are made by depositing 5 µm of Ge onto 25 µm-thick660

layers of kapton, and stacking multiples to make up661

the full thickness. A 500 µm-thick rigid polycarbonate662

shell is made to fit into the TARDIS diagnostic box,663

supporting the filter layers and housing a thick tantalum664

canister around the direct x-ray beam, to attenuate it so665

that it does not overly saturate the image plate, and to666

block scattered x-rays and fluorescence that it generates.667

After the shot the diagnostic is retrieved, disassembled668

and image plates scanned. The quasi-monochromatic x-669

ray scattering from the sample is time-resolved because of670

the duration of the x-ray pulse, but the image plate data671

is time-integrated so it registers all scattered x-rays from672

the ablation plasma (as well as Bremsstrahlung radiation673

from the x-ray source and subsequent fluorescence) which674

occur over the course of the experiment and may pene-675

trate the filtering. For the high drive intensities necessary676

to achieve 2 TPa pressures, the ablation plasma back-677

ground on the image plates is extreme (Extended Data678

Figure 4b), and good background subtraction metbods679

are therefore critical. We have used the SNIP method680

presented in detail by Rygg et al.29 and it is shown ap-681

plied to one of the high-pressure shots in Extended Data682

Figure 6. In addition to a smoothly-varying background683

from the broad-band radiation through the pinhole, there684

are many additional sources for spurious features in the685

image plates, which compete with the Bragg scattering.686

An example is shown in Extended Data Figure 7.687

Structure Uncertainty The uncertainty in diffraction688

peak angles due to image plate calibration is 0.2◦, as689

described in? . Uncertainty in the peak centroid location690

from peak fitting is negligible for the (111) peak ( 0.01◦)691

but is near 0.1◦ for the (220) peak, which rises barely692

above the noise, in several cases. We consider an addi-693

tional source of uncertainty based on the fact that there694

is a large thickness of diamond material (pusher, sam-695

ple, tamper) in the target which may contribute to the696

x-ray diffraction signal. We do not rule out that some697

of this diamond material may be melted, either due to698

heating from the drive on the side closest to the laser, or699

due to shocks forming on the side closer to the diagnos-700

tic. Additionally, scattering from the diamond window701

has an outsize contribution to the average intensity in702

some cases because of the strong texture in the crystal.703

This large potential sample volume and uncertainty in704

which part contributes most significantly to the diffrac-705

tion signal means that we consider a range of possible dis-706

tances between the sample and the detector, which has707

an impact on the calibration. This introduces an angle-708

dependent uncertainty of 0.05◦ for the (111) peak and709

0.2◦ for the (220) peak. There is an additional source of710

uncertainty for shot N180214 because this shot used a Zr711

x-ray source, and it reflects the fact that the precise x-ray712

source energy is not well known. The reported numbers713

assume an x-ray energy of 16.25 keV, which is the av-714

erage of the two Zr heliumlike emission lines, as is done715

for the case of Ge. However, there is some evidence that716

the Zr is not being fully ionized to the He-like emission717

so the energy may be peaked lower; nearer to 16 keV52.718

We represent this uncertainty with an asymmetric error719

bar. A rigorous assessment of uncertainty in peak angles720

is necessary to rule out other candidate structures (Ex-721

tended Data Figure 8). The same sources of uncertainty722

are reflected in the density error bars, which also include723

the error in the least squares fitting of the diffraction724

peaks to the FC8 structure.725
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